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On observations of newly formed nanoparticles: their detection, characterization and
abundance in various environments
Lauri Reino Antero Ahonen
University of Helsinki, 2019
Abstract
New particle formation (NPF) is a dominant source for atmospheric aerosol particles in
terms of their number concentration, and a major contributor to the number of cloud condensation nuclei globally. Atmospheric aerosol particles have impact on Earth’s climate via
direct and indirect effects. In addition to climate, aerosol particles have impact on human
health. In polluted environments, airborne pollutants, especially particulate matter, shorten
the lifetime expectancy by several years. Understanding the processes of NPF is in a key
role, for example, while identifying the most effective acts to improve the air quality in
megacities or assessing the role of anthropogenic emissions in climate change.
A NPF event consists of formation of molecular clusters and their subsequent growth into
larger particle sizes by condensable vapors and/or coagulation In order to quantify NPF
events, measurements of particle number size distribution close to the size where gas-toparticle conversion takes place are necessary. The gas-to-particle conversion takes place in
the 1-2 nm size range, where there exist electrically charged and neutral molecular clusters.
On one hand, in most of the environments such clusters are present also in the absence of
NPF events. The growth of the small clusters to the 2-3 nm size range is, on the other hand,
indicative of a NPF event. In this thesis, we gather knowledge on the concentration of sub3 nm aerosol particles by conducting both long-term and campaign-like measurements with
particle size magnifier (PSM; Airmodus Ltd.). Our results were compared with the other
available PSM data, from sites around the world, and presented in compilation study. In all
the sites the sub-3 nm particle concentration had a daytime maximum. Generally, the highest
concentrations were observed at the sites with the highest anthropogenic influence. In this
thesis, we also conducted a campaign to observe particle formation in a cleanroom environment, where PSM was used for the first time to monitor concentration of nanoparticles in
such an environment. The results showed that sub-2 nm clusters were observed to be always
present in this clean room in relatively small concentrations. Short periods of high concentrations were observed during active manufacturing processes in the clean room.
Instrumental development was one important aspect of this thesis. We experimented with
the possibility of using two commercial condensation particle counters (CPCs), with nominal lower limit close to 10 nm, for the detection of sub-3 nm particles. Optimized operating
temperatures and flow rates were tested in laboratory conditions and by using simulation
tools. We showed that commercially-available CPCs can be optimized down to sub-3 nm
detection. In addition, a differential mobility particle sizer (DMPS) was specially built to
measure particle number size distributions in the sub-10 nm size range using PSM and halfmini differential mobility analyzer (DMA). Due to the improved overall transmission of our
system, the counting uncertainty compared to a harmonized DMPS was reduced to a half in
the sub-10 nm size range.
An ion mobility-mass spectrometry was utilized to investigate the structures and hydration
of iodine pentoxide iodic acid clusters, similar to ones observed during coastal nucleation
events. The number of water molecules in hydrated clusters was sufficient to convert iodine
pentoxide into iodic acid but the water sorption beyond this amount was limited.
Keywords: sub-3 nm, particle size magnifier, iodine, particle counter, DMA
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Abbreviations and nomenclature
unit
A10

Particle size magnifier, Airmodus Ltd.

A11

nCNC; A20 CPC and A11 PSM

A20

CPC; Airmodus Ltd.

ABC

Artificial bee colony

AIS

Air ion spectrometer

API

Atmospheric pressure interface

CPC

Condensation particle counter

CSS

collision cross section

DFT

Density functional theory

DHSS

Diffusive hard sphere scattering

DMA

Differential mobility analyzer

DMA-MS

Differential mobility analysis mass spectrometry

DMPS

Differential mobility particle sizer

dp50

cut-off diameter

EHSS

Elastic hard sphere scattering

GR

Growth rate

IMoS

Ion spectrometry suite

Jdp

Formation rate at size

MS

mass spectrometer

NAIS

Neutral cluster and Air Ion Spectrometer

PSM

Particle Size Magnifier

Qa

Aerosol sample flowrate in the DMA

(l/min)

Qact

activation flow in PSM

(l/min)

Qsh

Volumetric flowrate of sheath air in the DMA

(l/min)

R

Resolving power of the analyzer, i.e., resolution

TOF

time-of-flight

(Å2)

(nm)

(nm/h)

(cm-3s-1)

1 Introduction
An aerosol is an umbrella term covering several concepts that may be more familiar to us.
For example, mist, clouds, fog, dust and smoke, all of them are aerosols. By definition,
aerosol is a mixture of liquid or solid particles suspended in a gas medium. Aerosol particles
may be formed in many processes such as abrasion, combustion, resuspension and photochemically, and even biological entities like viruses, fungal spores and pollen are considered
aerosol particles. Due to their diverse origin aerosol particles can vary greatly in their shape,
size, concentration and chemical composition but they are practically all the time present in
the surrounding air.
The size of the particles spans approximately from 1 nm to 10-100 μm. The smallest aerosol
particles approach the size of surrounding gas molecules containing only a few molecules
and they are sometimes referred as molecular clusters. For atmospheric aerosol particles,
there is a division into primary and secondary particles which both have natural and anthropogenic sources. Primary particles are released/emitted directly in particle phase (liquid or
solid), whereas secondary particles are formed in the atmosphere from the reaction products
of gaseous emissions via gas-to-particle conversion. Term nucleation might also be used for
the formation of secondary aerosol particles, but it has more specific meaning as a process
including energy barrier (Vehkamäki and Riipinen, 2012). A new particle formation (NPF)
process includes the formation of molecular clusters and their subsequent growth into larger
aerosol particles (Kulmala and Kerminen, 2008; Kulmala et al., 2014). It has been observed
to be a global phenomenon and to occur in almost all kinds of locations where measurements
have been performed (Kulmala et al., 2004b; Nieminen et al., 2018).
Aerosol particles have significant impact on our planet’s climate directly and indirectly
(Boucher et al., 2013), and further via different feedback processes (e.g. Kulmala et al.,
2004a). As an example, they have an important role in the formation of clouds (e.g. Pruppacher, 2010) where, outside the most extreme conditions, droplets require a seed particle
in order to be formed. Aerosol particles that are large enough in diameter, around 100 nm,
can act as a seed for cloud droplets and are called Cloud Condensation Nuclei (CCN). Particles can also act as an ice nucleus in ice clouds. The number concentration of CCNs influences the Earth’s radiation balance by changing the cloud reflectivity for the shortwave radiation, termed the albedo effect (Twomey et al., 1984), as well as the life time of clouds
(Albrecht, 1989). In addition to aerosol-cloud interactions, aerosol particles interact directly
with the sun light by scattering back part of the incoming light. The total radiative forcing
from the atmospheric aerosol particles is composed of these aerosol-radiation interactions
and aerosol-cloud interactions, both of which still contain a number of uncertainties (Boucher et al., 2013). Based on simulations, atmospheric new particle formation has a strong
influence on the climate forcing (Wang and Penner, 2009; Makkonen et al., 2012), since
many of the atmospheric aerosol particles originate from atmospheric new particle formation. During a NPF event newly formed particles can grow to CCN-sized particles and
this growth can take place during one day (Kulmala, 2003), thus contributing to the CCN
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budget (Kulmala et al., 2004b). The importance of NPF varies between different types of
environments, but it has been estimated using large-scale models that the majority of atmospheric aerosol particles in terms of their total number concentration (Spracklen et al., 2006;
Yu and Luo, 2009) and around half of the global CCN budget (e.g. Merikanto et al., 2009)
originate from NPF.
To understand the process of atmospheric new particle formation, it is important to be able
to directly measure newly formed particles, as well as their precursors, in the size range
where gas-to-particle conversion takes place (e.g. Kulmala et al., 2012; Kulmala et al.,
2013). There are several methods for the detection and sizing of aerosol particles based on
their different properties, such as inertia, aerodynamics, movement in medium and interaction with electromagnetic radiation (see e.g. Kulkarni et al., 2011). However, only a handful
of these methods are applicable for ultrafine particles, i.e. particles with diameters smaller
than 100 nm, whereas for sub-3 nm particles there are even fewer methods and none of those
are without some limitations. The 1 nm to 3 nm size range, in which NPF occurs, lies between particles with bulk properties and non-sticky gas molecules and has proven to be
difficult to measure. Ions, molecular clusters, and large molecules coexist in this size range
(e.g. McMurry et al., 2011). Ion spectrometers were the first instruments to cover this size
range (Tammet, 2006; Mirme et al., 2007) and later on the ion spectrometers were further
developed to measure neutral clusters as well (Kulmala et al., 2007). Instruments are based
on a mobility analyzer (Knutson and Whitby, 1975) and an electrostatic detector (e.g.
Flagan, 1998). Their drawback is the relatively high limit of detection due to their detector.
Other approach has been modifying and developing condensation particles counters that had
a lower limit of 3 nm for a long time, which was accomplished with the original ultrafine
condensation particle counter (Stolzenburg and McMurry, 1991).
The instrumental development during the past decade has provided means for a direct measurement of neutral clusters and molecules in addition to charged particles (Manninen, 2009;
Junninen et al., 2010; Jiang et al., 2011; Vanhanen et al., 2011; Jokinen et al., 2012; C.
Kuang et al., 2012). Now there is, for example, a possibility to study the role of neutral
clusters in the process of atmospheric new particle formation. In spite of this, there are still
many improvements to be made on implementing these methods in a robust and reproducible way. There is an increasing amount of ambient data on NPF measured using instruments
capable of detecting sub-3 nm aerosol particles, both in remote sites as well as in sites with
a strong anthropogenic influence (Mirme et al., 2010; Rose et al., 2015; Xiao et al., 2015;
Bianchi et al., 2016; Debevec et al., 2018; Yan et al., 2018; Chu et al., 2019; Leino et al.,
2019).
Iodine-containing compounds from biogenic sources are recognized to be a source of secondary particles in coastal regions (Hoffmann et al., 2001; Mäkelä et al., 2002; O'Dowd et
al., 2002; O'Dowd and Hoffmann, 2005; McFiggans et al., 2010). These marine aerosol
particles has been proposed to consist of iodic acid (Sunder and Vikis, 1987) and iodine
pentoxide (Saiz-Lopez and Plane, 2004). Sipilä et al. (2016) showed a direct molecular evidence that sequential addition of iodic acid molecules could explain the rapid NPF observed
in coastal areas. In other environments, such as boreal forest or urban areas, the NPF process
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is more complex due to more diverse emissions (Kulmala et al., 2016). In this kind of multicomponent system, some of the compounds have synergies enhancing the particle formation while others may suppress it (Lehtipalo et al., 2018), making the system nonlinear
in nature. In order to understand this kind of system, having reliable experimental data is
vital.
Nanoparticles have also negative health effects when entering the human body (e.g. Alenius
et al., 2014). Every day a vast amount of air is passing through our respiratory system and
some of the aerosol particles that we inhale are deposited along the respiratory track. These
inhaled particles, both outdoors and indoors, are a threat for the human health due to the
harmful materials in these particles and due to the potentially toxic nature of nanoparticles
inside the body (Oberdörster et al., 2004). Not least for this, the measurement of nanometer
sized clusters has gained interests also outside the new particle formation community.
Emerging awareness of the potential toxicity of nanoclusters has raised an interest in measuring sub-3 nm particles in the context of urban air quality as well as in emission assessment.
There has been emission studies, including sub-3 nm particle measurements in a laboratory
conditions (Alanen et al., 2015; Alanen et al., 2017) and in urban roads with a mobile platform (Rönkkö et al., 2017). For example, Rönkkö et al. (2017) showed that traffic is a major
source for the sub-3 nm particles, and in urban areas there can be high concentrations of
molecular clusters also in the absence of new particle formation.
This thesis comprises work for improving the instrumentation and optimizing their operation for the detection of newly formed aerosol particles (Paper I and III) as well as performing measurements. We measured sub-3 nm particle number concentrations in both remote (Hyytiälä) and urban (Helsinki) site using a particle size magnifier (Vanhanen et al.,
2011), and compared these results with other data sets from around the world (Paper II). In
addition, we performed a measurement campaign to investigate the existence of sub-2 nm
particles and their concentrations in a facility with clean rooms that is also an occupational
environment (Paper IV). In Paper V we focused on studying the physical properties of
iodine pentoxide iodic acid clusters such as their structure and mobility and collision cross
section together with their hydration, with the help of computational methods.
The aims / objectives of this thesis are:
(i) To explore the properties of iodine-containing clusters in the sub-3 nm size range,
including their size, composition and structure, and to examine adsorption of water
molecules onto these clusters, which can be pertinent either to their detection or to
the mechanisms behind new particle formation.
(ii) To gain information on vapor-to-aerosol particle transformation in the atmosphere
and in the laboratory while developing methods and practices for measuring sub-3
nm aerosol particle concentration.
(iii) Performing sub-3 nm particle concentration measurements with particle size magnifiers using the current best knowledge and know-how available.
(iv) To broaden the applications of the particle size magnifier from atmospheric studies
to other uses, such as to characterization of nanocluster emissions during a manufacturing process.
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2 Experimental methods / Instrumentation
Several instruments and methods were used in the thesis. The most important ones are introduced here, and their operation is explained in a general level. At the beginning, there are
a few concepts explained to set the basis and make following sections easier to follow.
Saturation vapor pressure and supersaturation
A saturation vapor pressure describes the vapor pressure over a flat liquid surface in an
equilibrium, where there is no net flux of molecules through the surface. On average, molecules escape from liquid the same rate as they condense back. The saturation vapor pressure
and molar fraction
of the
, ( , ) for a compound i is a function of temperature
compound in the liquid (see e.g. Vehkamäki, 2006). A saturation ratio is defined as ratio of
partial pressure and the saturation vapor pressure.
=
,

( , )

.

(1)

When the saturation ratio exceeds unity, the vapor is supersaturated and respectively subsaturated below this.
Over a curved surface the vapor pressure

,

required for equilibrium is higher than over

a flat surface
, , a phenomenon referred as Kelvin effect. The equation describing the
ratio of saturation vapor pressure over curved surface to a flat surface, is called Kelvin equation. The ratio is a function of droplet diameter , temperature and the liquid properties.
,

= exp

4

,

(2)

,

In the equation, , is the surface tension in the gas-to-liquid surface, is the molecular
volume of the liquid and is the Boltzmann constant (Pruppacher, 2010).
When the vapor is supersaturated and there is no existing liquid surface to condense onto,
the vapor can stay in metastable state due to the energy required in the formation of gas-toliquid surface. This energy barrier is inhibiting the formation of stable molecular clusters
that are more likely to grow than shrink away. Nucleation is an initial stage in the phase
transition, the formation of small clusters or embryos of stable phase, inside the metastable
mother phase (e.g. Vehkamäki, 2006). Homogenous nucleation refers to the formation of
stable clusters in the absence of an existing surface. Heterogenous nucleation, in turn, refers
to the process in the presence of existing surface, e.g. aerosol particles, on top of which
clusters are formed. Heterogenous nucleation is energetically more favorable and requires
smaller supersaturation to take place (e.g. Fletcher, 1958).
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2.1 Condensation Particle Counter
A condensation particle counter (CPC) is an instrument that measures the particle number
concentration by growing aerosol particles with a supersaturated vapor and by counting the
grown particles with an optical detector. The process of heterogenous nucleation and irreversible growth into droplets in the condenser of CPC is referred as activation in this context, analogous to the activation in the Köhler theory for cloud droplets (Köhler, 1936).
CPCs are the most common type of an instrument for the measurement of ultrafine aerosol
particle number concentration (McMurry, 2000). They are used in variety of applications
due to their sensitivity, i.e. the low limit of detection (LOD) compared to electrostatic methods, and the wide size and concentration range over which they can operate. Additionally,
CPCs are used as a stand-alone instrument and a part of combined measurement systems
such as mobility size spectrometers (Wiedensohler et al., 2012). The concentration range
that a CPC can measure is governed by the undiluted sample flow rate passing through
instrument optics as well as other instrumental factors such as the signal acquisition hardware. The lower end of concentration range is limited by decreasing counting statistics and
the upper end by too frequently arriving particles coinciding in the counting region. When
the concentration is small enough for the CPC to resolve pulses from the individual particles,
it is operating in a single counting mode. With a proper calibration, CPCs can measure
higher concentrations using total scattering/attenuation correction or similar means to expand the concentration range upwards (Zhang and Liu, 1990). Live-time counting is also
used in CPCs to correct counting error from the coincidence. A live-time is the time when
instrument can actually trigger from incoming particles. The live-time is obtained by removing the accumulated dead-time from the integration time. A dead-time is the time when
signal is above triggering level, and the instrument is not ready to count additional particles.
In the cloud or photometric mode, where the concentration is determined from light extinction, the measured concentration is not as accurate and instrument is more sensitive to factors such as accumulation of contaminants in the optics, which may cause the calibration to
drift. CPCs were used in papers I, II, III, and IV.
The main characterizing parameter of the CPC is called cut-off diameter dp50 and it is defined to be the diameter resulting in 50% detection efficiency (Zhang and Liu, 1990) The
total detection efficiency
is governed by multiple processes and, similar way as in
Stolzenburg and McMurry (1991), it can be expressed in a factorized form. This yields a
following equation
=

⋅

⋅

,

(3)

were
is particle diameter,
is the penetration efficiency for particles to pass from the
inlet to the detector.
is the probability that particle entering to the condenser are activated/grown and
the probability that grown particles are detected in the optical system.
All the factors are size dependent and decreases towards smaller diameter. The cut-off diameter and the steepness of detection efficiency curve are affected by all of these. For large
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particles with diameters larger than about 1 micrometer, the detection efficiency again starts
to decrease (Yli-Ojanperä et al., 2012; Järvinen et al., 2018) as large aerosol particles start
to have considerable inertial losses (e.g. Pui et al., 1987).
A common way to produce super saturation in the CPC is via diffusion in a laminar flow.
In this type of design, the sample air is passed through a saturator which have surfaces that
are wetted with a working fluid, and often heated to increase the vapor concentration. Here,
the sample air attains a vapor concentration close to a saturation vapor pressure. After the
saturator, there is a condenser at a different temperature, typically in a lower temperature,
creating a gradient both in the vapor concentration and temperature. This induces a diffusion
of mass and heat and depending on the differences in the thermal and mass diffusivities, one
or the other moves quicker. Depending on these rates, the supersaturation is achieved either
by heating or cooling the flow (Zhang and Liu, 1990; Hering and Stolzenburg, 2005). In a
common use, the temperature difference and the selected working fluid governs the supersaturation, but also the carrier gas affects the transfer rates. Normally the carrier gas is air
or nitrogen which have very similar properties considering heat and mass transfer but the
carrier gas can also be used to change the performance of the CPC by using different background gas (Thomas et al., 2018).
A variation of the diffusion-based CPC has a sheathed design, in which a separate flow is
saturated and taken into condenser forming most of the flow in the condenser (Wilson et al.,
1983). The actual sample is taken directly into the condenser where it is introduced at the
( ) but introduces an
center line of the stream. This increases the sampling efficiency
additional dilution since most of the flow through the optics consist a particle free sheath
air. The sheathed design is used for example in the ultrafine CPC (Stolzenburg and
McMurry, 1991) and its successors. Some of these approaches are depicted in the Figure 1.
Alternatively, the supersaturation can be induced, e.g. by adiabatic expansion (Aitken, 1888;
Kurten et al., 2005) or mixing (Kousaka et al., 1982). These approaches are not as widely
used but have their own advantages. The mixing method allows fast changes to supersaturation due to the fast response in supersaturation upon changes in the flow rates while the
expansion method yields well defined supersaturation values with a downside of discontinuous sample flow (for more information see e.g. Cheng, 2011).
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Figure 1. A Schematic figure of differences in the CPC designs: (A) the Laminar flow
diffusion type, (B) a sheathed CPC and (C) a mixing type CPC.

2.2 Particle size magnifier (PSM)
The growth of aerosol particles can be accommodated in more than one stage. An additional
unit placed in front of the CPC providing an initial growth stage is often called particle size
magnifier, PSM (Fuchs and Sutugin, 1965; Okuyama et al., 1984), or sometimes referred as
booster (Iida et al., 2009). The purpose of the additional stage is to increase the activation
efficiency of the combined system and to expand the capability of the CPC towards smaller
particles. A higher activation efficiency can be accomplished in a combined instrument with
a likely drawback of larger internal losses and more complex system.
A10 PSM (Airmodus Ltd.) is a continuous flow mixing type particle size magnifier using
diethylene glycol (DEG) as the working fluid. The sample air is mixed turbulently with
heated and saturated flow and the subsequently cooled down in a growth tube, i.e., condenser (Figure 2). Particles that activate in the PSM grow up to a size around 90 nm (Vanhanen
et al., 2011). The instrument is based on prior work with particle size magnifiers (Okuyama
et al., 1984; Gamero-Castaño and Fernández de la Mora, 2000; Sgro and Fernández de la
Mora, 2004). The construction of this PSM is very similar to a mixing type CPC but the
supersaturation can be achieved either via adiabatic mixing and/or laminar flow diffusion
depending on the configuration of the instrument (Kangasluoma et al., 2016b). Together
with Airmodus A20 CPC it is called A11 nCNC but for simplicity combined instrument is
referred now in the text as the PSM. The PSM is able to detect particles starting from around
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1 nm diameter (Vanhanen et al., 2011). This commercial PSM has been stable and robust
enough for field deployments even in quite challenging locations, which is its main merit
compared to the previous designs. The PSM is used in papers I, II, III and IV. Recently
there have been other developments with particle size magnifiers, such as a commercial
DEG based Nano Enhancer by TSI (Kangasluoma et al., 2017) and a miniaturized design
based on microelectromechanical systems MEMS (Kwon et al., 2018).

Figure 2. Schematic figure of the PSM as a flow diagram. Flows in the PSM are controlled by two mass flow controllers and the CPC.
The volumetric flow rate through the saturator is referred simply as the saturator flow. Other
flows and components of the PSM are named in Figure 2. PSM can be used in a mode where
saturator flow is ramped up and down periodically, referred as a scanning mode, differentiating from fixed mode with constant saturator flow. Ramping the saturator flow results in a
fast response in the supersaturation of diethylene glycol and changes the smallest detectable
particle size accordingly. When the relationship between the saturator flowrate and the
smallest detectable particle diameter is available via calibrations, a number size distribution
can be inverted from measurements (Lehtipalo et al., 2014; Cai et al., 2018b). The particle
number size distribution can be measured in the size range where the detection efficiency is
dependent on the saturation flow rate. This size range is roughly between 1 and 3 nm, but it
is dependent on the specific instrumental settings. For example, if the settings are optimized
for the smallest clusters, the upper size limit might be smaller, and conversely if the settings
are optimized for larger clusters. The detection efficiency of the PSM is affected by the
particle composition and the charge state. Charged particles are activated with smaller saturator flows compared to a neutral cluster with similar diameter (Kangasluoma et al.,
2016c). Clusters formed from the oxidation of monoterpenes are activated with higher saturator flows compared to clusters consisting of e.g. ammonium bisulfates or tungsten oxides
(Kangasluoma et al., 2014).
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2.2.1 Calibration
The calibration of the instrument is one of the first things to consider when preparing measurements. Operations to measure the PSM's cut-off diameter as a function of saturator flow
and the maximum detection efficiency as a function of particle size is referred to as calibration in this context, even though these quantities are not connected to traceable standards.
PSM can be calibrated with particles produced by variety of different methods (e.g.
Kangasluoma et al., 2013; 2014). The selection of a calibration method is important as it is
shown that the activation of the particles in the PSM is affected by the chemical composition
(and charge state) of the particles (Jiang et al., 2011; Kangasluoma et al., 2014;
Kangasluoma et al., 2016c) which is the case for other condensation-based instruments as
well (e.g. O'Dowd et al., 2004).
When preparing the PSM for the field measurements, decision on the calibration approach
needs to be made because there are at least two approaches. Firstly, when there exists a
knowledge on the expected particle composition, instrument can be calibrated using particles of similar chemical composition. The knowledge may come from complementary measurements or/and knowledge of their precursors. In addition to this information, calibration
requires a reliable and reproducible method to produce such particles with large enough
concentration. For some chemical systems, such as the one including oxidation products of
monoterpenes, this can be challenging due to the flow tube setup which can be tricky to
operate. The other approach is to use the same standard procedure for all the instruments
and be more focused on the comparability of instruments. This is usually the only way to
go when there is no knowledge on the particle properties or when the studied chemical system varies a lot like often in ambient measurements. For our permanent measurements at
SMEAR (I)*, II and III (Paper II), this approach was used. In the case of the measurements
during the cleanroom campaign (Paper IV), we did a site-specific calibration since the conditions were more controlled and we had a good idea on the possible precursors (This will
be explained in more detail in section 3.3.1).
The calibration setup that was used in a Paper IV is depicted in Figure 3. A comparable
setup was used also in Paper II and III. This setup consists of a method to produce aerosol
particles of known composition, a tube furnace and glowing wire generator for Paper I and
III, a high-resolution DMA (section 2.1.1) and a reference for the concentration. A modified
Vienna type Herrmann DMA (Cylindrical) (Kangasluoma et al., 2016a) or Half-mini DMA
from SEADM (Fernández de la Mora and Kozlowski, 2013), both capable for resolving
power more than 20, was used as a DMA. Concentrations were compared to those obtained
using a faraday cup electrometer (FCE, see e.g. Flagan (1998)). The FCE is a good reference
due to its high detection efficiency for small particles if internal losses are small. The FCE's
collection efficiency follows filtration theory and increases towards small particle sizes.
Even though, it has a relatively high limit of detection, it is usually not a problem in the

*

Data was not yet available for the Paper II.
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laboratory where the concentration of the produced particles is high enough for decent signal-to-noise ratio. The CPC counts the number of particles, but FCE counts the number of
charges that accumulate onto a filter with the particles. When the particle population is singly charged, both numbers are the same. The probability for an aerosol particle to carry
more than one charge in the sub-10 nm range is extremely low (Wiedensohler, 1988), which
means that the concentration reading by FCE is not affected by multiply-charged particles.
This is the case when the sample is close to a charge equilibrium, which does not hold while
using electrospray ionization without neutralizer. This kind of setup can be used to calibrate
other instruments in sub-10 nm size range, not just the PSM. When performing concentration calibration for CPCs with larger particles, the fraction of multiply charged particles can
be significant. Then a reference CPC, a separately calibrated CPC, or single charged aerosol
reference (SCAR) type setup (Yli-Ojanpera et al., 2010) should be used.

Figure 3. Calibration setup for PSM calibration that was used in Paper IV. Before
connecting the DMA, the tube furnace was connected to the API-tof-MS to investigate the chemical composition of the produced particles. (adopted from Paper IV)
The total detection efficiency of the PSM system can be expressed in a similar way as for
the CPC (Equation 3), even if it is a combination of two instruments. The sampling efficiency involves now internal losses in both instruments and in the line between them. Particles that are activated in the PSM are much larger than the cut-off diameter of the CPC, so
the activation efficiency of CPC can be assumed to be unity and the combined activation
efficiency to be governed just by the PSM. The counting efficiency of the optics is the same
as for a simple CPC. Before performing the PSM calibration, operation of the CPC needs to
be verified. The exact cut-off diameter of the CPC is not very important, since it is always
much smaller than the size of the activated particles after the PSM. It is preferable to decrease the temperature difference in the CPC, if it is known that the particular CPC will be
coupled to a PSM. This will ensure that CPC does not activate particles in the size range
where PSM is scanning. In addition, a lower saturation temperature decreases the vapor
concentration and butanol consumption, while a higher condenser temperature decreases
condensation of water and DEG that make it to the CPC. Concentration calibration of the
CPC, on the other hand, is important and the response of the instrument should be linear in
the expected concentration range. In many locations, the sub-3 nm number concentration is
quite high (e.g. Paper II) and the CPC behind the PSM is operating in the cloud mode. This
means that the optics need to be clean and the correction are parameters correct.
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The actual calibration procedure is quite simple once the preferred particle source and the
calibration setup has been set up. Particles with a certain diameter are selected with the
DMA and the detection efficiency is measured over a few cycles in the scanning mode. This
is then repeated as many times as needed to cover the diameter range, where detection efficiency is dependent on the saturator flow rate. This provides a detection efficiency as function of saturator flow for each particle size. The two parameters that are needed for the
inversion can be obtained from the data with a fit or by interpolation. An example is shown
in Figure 4. The activation flow rate (Qactivation) is the saturator flow rate that gives the half
from the maximum activation efficiency for a certain particle size whereas maximum detection efficiency (ηdet,max) is the highest detection efficiency for the same particle size. When
presented as functions of particle diameter, these give the two curves that are needed for the
inversion and can be considered as a product of the calibration. PSMs used in paper II and
IV were scanned between 0.1-1 lpm saturator flow range within a period of 240 s. Newer
firmware’s allows scanning up to 1.3 lpm.

Figure 4. An example on how to determine parameters from the PSM calibration data.

2.2.2 Setting up a PSM for a field measurement
The sampling is probably the most important thing to consider when measuring concentration of sub-3 nm particles in any condition. This is true for the PSM as well. While measuring the total number concentration with a stand-alone CPC, correcting the size dependent
losses is not possible, if the particle number size distribution is not known. In e.g. urban
locations with high number concentrations, there might be a need for controlled dilution to
keep the measured concentration within the capabilities of the CPC. In all applications, size
dependent losses are still unwanted since these can skew the results and are hard to correct.
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When the CPC is used in mobility size spectrometers, there is a possibility for correcting
size-dependent losses. However, the signal for the smallest particles in the CPC is already
limited by the charging probability (Wiedensohler, 1988) and the transmission of the DMA
as well as the detection efficiency of the CPC, and thereby any additional factors lowering
the signal-to-noise ratio need to be avoided.
In order to minimize the sampling losses in the atmospheric measurements, Paper II and
III, a core sampling inlet was used to minimize diffusional losses before the instrument. In
this kind of an inlet, a large flow is drawn through the main inlet line and the actual sample
flow for the instrument is sampled from the middle of this larger flow (Figure 5). In the
middle of the stream the radial concentration gradient is not as steep as near the walls. The
sampling efficiency of similar design is shown in Kangasluoma et al. (2016b) and further
analysis on the method is presented in Fu et al. (2019). Further, our permanent PSM measurements in SMEAR stations, used in Paper II (SMEAR II (2014, 2015) and SMEAR III
(2015)), have a more complete sampling system with automated zero and background measurements.

Figure 5. An illustration of the geometry in the core sampling inlet. The blue path
shows the additional bypass flow and the magenta actual sample that is taken from the
middle of the stream to the CPC or PSM (compressed markup).
The PSM data that I provided to the Paper II were measured by tuning the instruments to
the edge of homogenous nucleation and slightly past it. The instruments were tuned to have
a small amount of background counts originating from homogenous nucleation, as a tracer
for the performance. The background counts were measured automatically several times per
day and removed from the data before further analysis. The settings of the instrument were
changed accordingly in order to keep the magnitude of background counts similar when
environmental conditions changed. It has been observed that increased water concentration
improves the activation efficiency of the PSM (Kangasluoma et al., 2013), so tuning the
settings was done to mitigate this effect. Diurnal changes can be considered negligible but
seasonal changes in the water content can be expected to have large impact and should be
dealt in some way. Tuning the settings based on the homogenous background is based on
the assumption that the heterogenous nucleation probability follows the homogenous nucleation probability. We recognize that there are problems with this kind of approach, but there
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is, at the moment, no proven explicit way to deal with the environmental conditions altering
the calibration. Drying the sample air, like it is done for harmonized DMPS/SMPS measurements (Wiedensohler et al., 2012), is not a viable solution due to the additional sampling
losses that would be introduced in this sub-3 nm size range. For the smallest particles, the
losses can be more than 70 % when using diffusion dryer (e.g. Tuch et al., 2009)
In a long-term operation of a PSM, there are several parameters that should be monitored to
recognize occurring problems timely. Different problems of both instrumental and environmental origin are part of field measurements. Being aware of these problems helps operators
to intervene before they affect data quality or at least keep the data gaps as short as possible
via early discovery of errors. For example, large suspended particles such as dust and pollen
and even insects may end up in the narrow mixing section partially blocking the line. This
kind of a problem can be diagnosed by the measurement of inlet flows or monitoring the
pressure drop in the PSM. Since the homogenous background measurement is used as a
proxy for the activation efficiency, we need to be sure that the measured background consists of signal only from the homogenous nucleation and not from other factors such as leaks
or excess liquid accumulating at PSM's outlet. The later of these is usually easy to recognize
because the background signal that it produces is independent of the saturator flow. However, the number of background counts should not be too substantial, in order to keep the
size distribution measurements reliable. The number of background counts that are tolerable
in the data analysis depends on the ambient concentration levels that are measured.

2.3 Detection of sub-3 nm particles with laminar flow CPCs
In Paper I, we experimented with a possibility of using typical butanol CPCs, TSI 3772 and
A20 Airmodus Ltd., to measure concentration of sub-3 nm particles. Both are common laminar flow diffusion CPCs, and with factory settings they have a nominal cut-off diameter
close to 10 nm. The idea was to see whether these simple and less expensive instruments
could be utilized for sub-3 nm particle detection by adjusting the instrument parameters.
There is already similar work with other CPC models (Mertes et al., 1995; Russell et al.,
1996; Wiedensohler et al., 1997; Petäjä et al., 2006; Sipilä et al., 2009; C. A. Kuang et al.,
2012).
In Paper I, the instruments were optimized for the detection of sub-10 nm particles by adjusting the temperature difference, obtaining the highest possible detection efficiency without introducing a background signal from homogenous nucleation. Additionally, their performance was tested in a situation, where a small amount of background signal was accepted. The A20 was also tested with different inlet flow rates to optimize the sampling
efficiency and thus to further increase the detection efficiency. These CPCs where then
compared against instruments specifically designed for the detection of small particles: a
TSI 3776 ultrafine CPC and Airmodus A11 nCNC system. TSI 3776 is based on the original
ultrafine CPC (Stolzenburg and McMurry, 1991) having a sheathed inflow design. Details
of the PSM are discussed in the section 2.2.
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2.3.1 CFD model for A20 CPC
If the supersaturation and temperatures inside the CPC are known, the activation and growth
of the particles inside the CPC can be modelled based on condensation and nucleation theories. Typically, some computational flow model is required to acquire temperature, concentration of vapor molecules and flow fields but in some cases an analytical solution can
be also found (e.g. Hering and Stolzenburg, 2005). There exist several computational fluid
dynamic methods such as finite volume (FVM) and finite element method (FEM) of which
FEM is used in Paper I with Comsol Multiphysics software.
For Paper I a simple computational fluid dynamics CFD model was constructed to estimate
the supersaturations achieved with the tuned settings. Heat and mass transfer were modelled
in a laminar incompressible flow using COMSOL Multiphysics. The supersaturation field
of butanol was calculated from the simulated temperature and vapor concentration that was
used to calculate activation efficiency based on the classical nucleation theory, following
the approach in Winkler et al. (2008) supplementary information. Separate growth model
for the droplet was not made but we assumed that all the activated particles grow large
enough to be detected in the optical detector.

Figure 6. Simulation domain for the CPC model.
The condenser of the CPC was modelled assuming a fully saturated flow entering an axisymmetric simulation domain (Figure 6). The walls of the condenser were assumed to be
fully wetted and at the set point temperature. Boundary conditions and the specifics of the
model are presented in the paper. CPC's size dependent internal losses were taken into account by calculating diffusional losses in a laminar flow in a tube with effective length based
on the equations from Gormley and Kennedy (1949). The losses were calculated for a tube,
the length of which was adjusted to get the best match with experimental results. This can
be connected to the factorized form of the CPC's detection efficiency (Equation 3). Here,
we model the activation probability, assume the counting efficiency to be unity and adjust
the sampling efficiency. For determining the final droplet size or accurate internal losses,
more sophisticate model should have been used instead.
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The total activation efficiency was calculated by assuming a uniformly distributed particle
concentration entering the condenser. The flux-averaged total concertation was calculated
based on the axial activation efficiency and the parabolic flow profile in similar way as in
(Giechaskiel et al., 2011). This takes into account that particles travelling in the middle of
the tube, and encounter higher supersaturation, contribute more to the total flux of particles.
By repeating this, through the size range of interest, gives the activation efficiency curve
used to calculate total detection efficiency as function of particles size.

2.4 Ion mobility spectrometry
The work in this thesis relies on the basic definitions governing the motion of aerosol particles in a medium. The most important ones for mobility classification are introduced here.
An electrical mobility is defined based on how charged particles move in the background
gas while electric field is applied, and it is the ratio of drift velocity in gas and the strength
of the electric field (e.g. Hinds, 1999).
=

(4)

In small electric fields, ions do not gain substantial velocity between collisions with background gas molecules, compared to a thermal movement of the gas molecules. While this is
true, diffusion coefficient relates to the electrical mobility and mechanical mobility with
Einstein relation and electrical mobility is independent on the electric field (Mason et al.,
1975):
=
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Here, is Boltzmann constant, q the charge in the particle, number of elementary charges
e and T temperature of the background gas and B is mechanical mobility of the particle.
These three attributes, , and are equivalent attributes to describe the movement of the
particle in the background gas (Tammet, 1995). If Z is measured in the linear regime, where
it is independent on the electric field, the mobility analysis method is referred as linear, in
contrast to nonlinear methods (Gabelica et al., 2019).
The electrical mobility is also related to the concept of Collision Cross Section CCS, describing momentum transfer between the charged particle and the background gas, which it
can be expressed through Mason-Schamp equation (Eiceman et al., 2013):
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(6)

where ρgas is the mass density of the background gas, μ is reduced mass of the ion and gas
molecules, and is a higher-order correction factor that is typically assumed to be negligible
(McDaniel and Viehland, 1984). The parameter Ω is the collision cross section, an orientationally averaged first collision integral.
The electrical mobility is convertible to a particle diameter dp with certain assumptions. For
a spherical particle in Stokes regime, the relation can be written with an equation
=

(Kn)
3

,

(7)

where is viscosity of the background gas and a Cunningham slip correction factor that
takes into account non-continuum effect in the transition regime. The correction factor is
expressed with a dimensionless Knudsen number Kn and empirical constants a, b and g as
follows (Flagan, 2011):
= 1 + Kn
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Here is the mean free path of the background gas. The diameter that results from the
Stokes-Millikan relation in the equation 7 is called the electrical mobility equivalent diameter. In this study, we refer to this diameter definition, if not otherwise specified. While
comparing electrical mobility diameter to other diameter definitions, it is important to remember that the electrical mobility equivalent diameter is based on the steady state drift
velocity which is independent on the particle mass and does not contain information on the
inertia of the particle, unlike for example aerodynamic diameter.

2.1.1. Differential Mobility Analyzer
A differential mobility analyzer (DMA) is an instrument, in which charged particles are
pulled through the gas with electrostatic force in a particle free air sheath flow via electrophoretic migration. There are several different DMA designs and two of those, planar design
and cylindrical, are used in this thesis. Both designs have a particle free sheath flow perpendicular to the electric field (Figure 7). The charged particles are introduced into the sheath
flow from an inlet slit at the one side of the stream and collected from an outlet slit at the
other electrode downstream of the inlet. Depending on the sheath flow velocity U, applied
voltage VDMA and the distance between plates and the axial distance d between the inlet and
the outlet L, ions with specific mobility are transmitted from inlet to outlet.
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Figure 7. A schematic presentation of parallel plate DMA. Particles are drawn across
the particle free sheath air stream with an electrostatic force.
The mean mobility Z* of the transmitted ions can be written with an equation in the planar
DMA as follows (e.g. Fernández de la Mora et al., 2006):
∗

=

(9)

For the balanced cylindrical DMA, the relation can be written following the form derived
in Knutson and Whitby (1975):
ln
∗

=

,
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where
is the volumetric flow rate of sheath, and
and
are the radius of the inner
and outer electrode, respectively. In our DMA setups, the sheath flow is usually too large to
be measured accurately with common flow meters. Therefore, the inverse relation between
DMA voltage and mean mobility of transmitted particles
∗

∝

1

(11)

is calibrated using ions of a known mobility, i.e. mobility standards, for example tetraheptylammonium bromide (THABr) molecular clusters from electrospray ionization (Ude and
de la Mora, 2005).
The transfer function of the DMA has a finite width. By studying the streamlines starting
from the inlet slit and streamlines leading to outlet slit in the DMAs sizing region, it can be
found that also slightly less mobile and slightly more mobile particles, compared to ∗ , will
be transmitted through the DMA with a probability having a triangular shape, when diffu-
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sion is excluded (Knutson and Whitby, 1975). The width depends on the ratio between aerosol and sheath flows. The resolving power of the DMA is defined as a ratio of mean
mobility and the full width half maximum (FWHM) of the transfer function Δ
∗

=

Δ

=

(12)

R is governed by the ratio of sample flow rate
and the volumetric sheath flow rate.
In the case of the smallest ions, the path of will deviate from their straight line trajectories
due to random Brownian motion broadening the transfer function further (Tammet, 1970;
Stolzenburg, 1988). The transfer function considering diffusional broadening was introduced in the thesis of Stolzenburg (1988) and computationally less expensive approximation
in the Stolzenburg and McMurry (2008).
In DMAs the electric field is relatively small and the traverse speed of charged particles is
small compared to the mean thermal velocity of the background gas molecules. Therefore,
in a typical configuration the DMA can be considered as a linear method for measuring
electrical mobility (Hogan and de la Mora, 2009).

2.1.2. Time-of-flight (TOF) Mass Spectrometers TOF-MS
We discuss here briefly the principles of time-of-flight mass spectrometers. Even if this
instrument is not directly related to the ion mobility spectrometry, it is often used in a conjunction with mobility analyzer of some sort. There exists a variety of mass spectrometry
(MS) methods to measure the mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) and time-of-flight is one of the
earliest methods (e.g. Griffiths, 2008). In the TOF-MS, an ion beam is accelerated in pulses
with electric field and collected with an ion detector in vacuum. The time difference between
the acceleration pulse and the detection of ions, flight time, is recorded and it is dependent
on the mass-to-charge ratio of ions. The entire mass spectrum is recorded for each acceleration pulse unlike for example in a quadrupole-MS (Wiley and McLaren, 1955). The timeof-flight measurement is performed in high vacuum to prevent collisions of the ions with
the background gas. A conversion between the drift time and the mass of an ion can be
calibrated with identified peaks of known m/z, sometimes referred as lock masses.
In this work, two TOF-MS instrument were used: An Atmospheric Pressure Interface Time
of Flight Mass Spectrometer (APi-TOF, Tofwerk AG) (Junninen et al., 2010) in the Paper
IV and QSTAR XL (AB Sciex, Concord, ON, Canada) in the Paper V. Both instruments
are based on the orthogonal acceleration time-of-flight mass spectrometry with reflecting
mass analyzer. In this type, a packet of ions is accelerated with electric field perpendicular
to the initial direction of a collimated ion beam (Figure 8). The flight path is steered back to
a microchannel plate (MCP) detector with reflectors along v- or w-shaped path (Guilhaus et
al., 2000).
There is an atmospheric pressure interface (API) preceding the TOF-region where pressure
is pumped sequentially in three stages from ambient pressure before the first pinhole to high
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vacuum (around 10-6 mbar) in the TOF chamber. This enables sampling directly from an
ambient pressure. Air is pumped with a scroll pump as roughing/fore pump and turbo molecular pumps at the consecutive stages. In the ion beam line, in first two stages, there is
quadrupole to guide ions into next stage with good transmission. In the Q-star XL, there is
an additional third quadrupole for MS-MS measurement, but the instrument was used just
as a TOF-MS. There is acceleration and deceleration of ions due to the fluid flow through
the pinholes and electric fields that are there to guide the ions, which induce fragmentation.
The extent of fragmentation is depended on the specifics of the design, pressures and the
settings applied as well as the binding energies in the clusters (Lopez-Hilfiker et al., 2016;
Passananti et al., 2019; Zapadinsky et al., 2019).

Figure 8. Schematics of the TOF-MS with an API inlet following loosely the design
of QSTAR XL. Pressure is pumped down in sequentially with turbomolecular pump
and a separate fore pump. Ions are guided and collimated into a beam before ion extraction region where they are accelerated in pulses to the direction that is orthogonal
to their initial direction of travel. The time, from the extraction pulse to the detection
of ions in MCP after they traverse through the TOF region, is recorded and converted
into a mass of ion in the later analysis.
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2.1.3. Differential mobility analysis Mass Spectrometry DMA-MS
Combining the mobility and mass measurement of ions adds an additional dimension to the
data. Even though both quantities correlate, they are derived from different properties. The
mobility spectrum carries information on size and shape, together with interactions with the
background gas, and the mass spectrum on the mass and the charge state of the ion. The
mobility analysis can be performed with for example a drift tube (IMS-MS; see e.g.
Krechmer et al. (2016)) or differential mobility analyzer like in the paper V. Highly charged
clusters are a feature of electrospray ionization making the mobility spectrum often difficult
to interpret without some additional information. DMA-MS enables accurate mobility measurement of large ions without the need of charge reduction (Ude et al., 2004; Fernández de
la Mora et al., 2006). Additionally, an information on the fragmentation of ions in the API
interface is also derivable based on the additional data dimension (e.g. Hogan and de la
Mora, 2010; Passananti et al., 2019).
In the DMA-MS system we used, a parallel plate DMA (model P5, SEADM, Boecillo,
Spain) is coupled with a time-of-flight mass spectrometer (QSTAR XL, AB Sciex, Concord,
ON, Canada) in a way that DMAs outlet slit is the first pinhole to the mass spectrometer.
Details of this system is presented in Rus et al. (2010). In the DMA, laminarization screens
preceding a converging section where flow is accelerated just before the sizing region and
highly polished surface allows high flow velocities still maintaining turbulent free flow in
supercritical Reynolds numbers. This converts into high resolving power up to 50, and even
up to 100 with special care and some modifications (Amo-González and Pérez, 2018). The
high voltage (DMA voltage) is applied to the front plate of the DMA and the back plate is
grounded. The electrospray liquid is floated 1-2 kV above the front plate to produce a stable
Taylor cone (Gomez and Deng, 2011). This configuration without a need of potential transition past the size classification and direct coupling to MS gives rise to the high transmission efficiency. The system together with the humidification equipment for the sheath air
presented are in the Figure 9. The purpose of the humidification equipment is explained
later (section 3.5.3).
Measurements were conducted operating the DMA in a closed-loop configuration, recirculating the gas in the sheath loop (Jokinen and Mäkelä, 1997). An additional flow, referred
here as a compensation flow, was connected to the sheath loop to compensate the flow exiting from the DMA into the MS. This was adjusted to be slightly larger than the MS's
sample flow, inducing a small counter flow against the ions entering into DMAs sizing region. While operating in a counter flow mode, the ions are drawn into DMA electrostatically
which prevents large droplets and most of the solvent from entering into DMA resulting in
a cleaner mass spectrum.
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Figure 9. An illustration of DMA-MS with an electrospray source and a system for
humidifying the compensation flow, similar to the one used in Paper V.

2.5 Differential mobility particle sizer (DMPS) for sub-10 nm
size distribution measurement
A Differential mobility particle sizer (DMPS) consists a DMA, CPC and aerosol charger,
and it is used to measure particle number concentration (e.g. Tenbrink et al., 1983; Winklmayr et al., 1991). A Scanning Mobility Particles Sizer SMPS (Wang and Flagan, 1990)
is very similar instrument having continuous ramping of DMA voltage instead of discreate
steps. Typically, both of these systems operate in 10 to 800 nm size range, sometimes starting from 3 nm when using ultrafine CPC as a detector (Aalto et al., 2001). There exists wellestablished guidelines for the design of the instrument as well as for the operation and data
analysis (Wiedensohler et al., 2012). In a harmonized DMPS system, there is a pre-impactor
and dryer in the sampling line. The impactor at the beginning of the sampling line is there
to remove particles that are larger than the upper size limit of the instrument, which is important for the data inversion. The dryer is there to decrease the humidity of sample to a
level that is below 40% relative humidity. Drying is done to mitigate effect of hygroscopic
growth which can alter the size of particles significantly (Swietlicki et al., 2008). Additionally, it is recommended to have complementary sensors such as temperature, pressure and
relative humidity (RH) to ensure harmonized size distribution measurements around the
world.
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As discussed in the introduction, there is a demand for concentration and size distribution
data close to the size where first steps of new particles formation take place. There are already different approaches to expand the size distribution measurements towards smaller
sizes (e.g. Manninen, 2009; Jiang et al., 2011; Stolzenburg et al., 2017). In the Paper III
we build a DMPS system that was optimized for the sub-10 nm size range, which had a
moderate resolving power, portable size and good transmission.
The instrument in Paper III is referred as high flow differential mobility particle sizer
HFDMPS. This was achieved using Half-mini DMA (Fernández de la Mora and Kozlowski,
2013) and PSM (section 2.2) as a detector together with optimized sampling. The design of
the Half-mini DMA allows it to operate at high Reynolds number maintaining laminar flow.
The high sheath flow velocity converts into short residence time minimizing the resolution
decrease due to the diffusion broadening. This makes it very suitable for sub-2 nm mobility
analysis, although only moderate flowrates were used in this study. The system was thoroughly characterized in the laboratory and then set up in Hyytiälä for intercomparison measurements. The size range where is operates is 3-10 nm, the upper end of which is limited by
the DMA voltage of 5kV that the instrument withstands. After this study, an improved aerosol injection slit has been developed for the Half-mini DMA making it more suitable for
atmospheric measurements with reduced flow rates (Cai et al., 2018a).
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2.6 Parameters quantifying the new particle formation event
The intensity of new particle events can be characterized based on parameters such as formation rate and growth rate. The formation rate
is a flux of particles through a specific
particle size and the growth rate GR is the time evolution of the mean size of the growing
particle mode (Kerminen et al., 2018 and references therein). The growth rate is affected by
the growth of individual aerosol particles, self-coagulation and scavenging. Self-coagulation
involves collisions between particles within a particle mode, resulting in an increase of the
mean particle size in this mode. Scavenging involves collisions with larger particles, which
removes particles from the smaller mode and increases the size of the larger particles by a
factor that is unnoticeable. The scavenging efficiency is the highest for the smallest particles
in the mode, due to faster Brownian motion, affecting the mean diameter.
The formation rate can be written with the time derivative of the number concentration and
loss terms which are from processes such as coagulation and growth out of the size bin:
=
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Here
is the number concentration in the size bin with diameter dp as the lower limit,
CoagSdp size dependent coagulation sink and Slosses term includes additional loss processes,
e.g. dilution. (e.g. Kulmala et al., 2012).
The formation rate can be scaled to the different size via revised Kerminen-Kulmala (KK)
equation (Kerminen and Kulmala, 2002) using growth rate and coagulation sink (Lehtinen
et al., 2007):
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the scaled formation rate at

new diameter , and is a parameter related to the size dependency of the coagulation
sink which value is dependent on the background aerosol population (see Lehtinen et al.,
2007). Equation 14 describes the proportionality between formation rates at different sizes
as a function of the ratio between growth rate and coagulation sink, competition between
the flux of particles into the size range and the removal of those via scavenging. A constant
growth rate over the diameter range that is scaled is assumed and the effect from self-coagulation presumed negligible, in the derivation of the equation.
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3 Results and discussion
3.1 Sub-3 nm particles were detected with laminar flow CPCs
In Paper I the detection efficiency of two commercial CPC was tested in the sub-10 nm
size range (see section 2.3). Based on the experiments, we can conclude that a conventional
laminar flow diffusion CPC using butanol can be boosted from nominal settings to be suitable for sub-10 nm and even for sub-3 nm particles, as shown in Figure 10. However, the
instruments, such as Airmodus A11 and TSI ultrafine CPC (3776), that are designed from
the beginning to measure small particles, perform still better having a higher detection efficiency and steeper ascend of the detection curve.

Figure 10. Detection efficiency curves for the A20, 3772, 3776(ultrafine) and A11
with factory settings and boosted settings (adopted and modified from Paper I).
Computational fluid dynamic (CFD) model was used to support the experimental work and
to calculate theoretical predictions for the detection efficiency curves with new optimized
settings obtained. The flow profile, vapor concentration and temperature fields were obtained from the CFD model (Figure 11), while the activation probability was solved based
on these. Assuming that particles follow streamlines, the activation probability for the particles traveling along a certain radial path was calculated. The highest value was stored for
each radial location. Aerosol particles in these sizes follow streamlines without being affected by their inertia. However, they will deviate from their path due to random Brownian
motion. There are different schemes for simulating the diffusion of particles in a fluid flow,
such as continuous or discrete random walk models (se e.g. Bocksell and Loth, 2001). However, these were not applied in the simple model. In a more advanced simulations these
should be applied together with full instrument geometry.
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Figure 11. Modelled supersaturation field of A20 CPC with settings at Tcondenser = 10℃
and Tsaturator = 45℃. (adopted and modified from Paper I).
The modelled detection efficiency curves suggested that the activation efficiency was not
the limiting factor for the CPC's detection efficiency (Figure 12), but rather the losses due
to diffusion and unoptimized design of the optics and nozzle would need revisions for the
boosted settings. For example, a higher temperature difference between saturator and the
condenser will lead to a higher vapor concentration and larger final droplet size with different aerodynamic properties. This changes, for example, the performance of the nozzle that
is supposed to collimate the particle trajectories, before detection with the laser beam, without introducing additional losses.

Figure 12. Comparison of measured and modeled A20 detection efficiency at the brink
of homogeneous nucleation. (adopted and modified from Paper I)
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3.2 Aerosol formation in the atmosphere
The new particle formation process includes the formation of molecular clusters and their
subsequent growth into aerosol particles (Kulmala et al., 2013). The initial formation of
molecular clusters, charged and neutral, seems to be more general process happening all the
time, while the production of a growing mode of particles, that is referred as new particle
formation NPF event, needs more specific conditions to occur (Kulmala et al., 2014). The
concentration of molecular clusters is often related to NPF, but an elevated sub-3 nm particle
concentration does not always lead to new particle formation (Yu et al., 2014; Yu et al.,
2016). There is a competition between the formation of cluster from gaseous precursors and
the removal processes for the growing clusters and precursor gases (McMurry and
Friedlander, 1979; Kulmala et al., 2004b).
When new particle formation is a regional event occurring homogenously over a wide area,
the evolution of a growing particle population (Figure 13) can be followed at a stationary
measurement station (Mäkelä et al., 1997). Based on the evolving particle number size distribution, both particle growth rate and formation rate can be obtained (section 2.6). The
procedures and analysis for these kinds of regional NPF events is presented as a protocol in
Kulmala et al. (2012).

Figure 13. An example NPF event shown as a contour plot observed at Hyytiälä, Finland (Permission granted for the use of example data).
The formation rate can be scaled to a diameter that is different from the measured one using
the KK equation or its revised version (equation 14; section 2.6). This is useful when comparing formation rates that are measured at different sizes, or when scaling the value of J
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for sizes where particle concentration is not measured due to instrumental limitations. The
latter is not anymore as pressing issue as it was a decade ago. However, in many measurement sites sub-3 nm particle concentrations are still not measured. Furthermore, the growth
in the smallest sizes is dependent on the particle diameter, contradicting the assumptions in
KK-equation, and the volatilities of the condensable vapors have effects on which particles
they can condense on (Tröstl et al., 2016). For this reason, the measurement of newly formed
particles, close to the size where gas-to-particle conversion takes place, is important for
understanding and quantifying the process of new particle formation. For measuring reliable
formation rates and growth rate, size resolved concentration measurements in the sub-10
nm size range, and preferably in the sub-3 nm size range, are needed.

3.2.1 Concentrations of sub-3 nm atmospheric clusters
Using the data from continuous PSM measurements in SMEAR II and III, and the other
sub-3 nm number concentration data that were available for the Paper II, we were able to
compare median diurnal variations in the number concentrations between several different
measurement sites. In general, the daytime concentrations were higher than nighttime concentration (Figure 14). As a summary, the highest cluster concentrations were measured in
the locations that had strong anthropogenic influence, Nanjing, Shanghai, San Pietro
Capofiume and Helsinki, compared to more remote locations such as Hyytiälä. The observed daytime maxima indicate photochemical production of low-volatile precursors from
a gaseous emission from biogenic and anthropogenic origin (e.g. Ehn et al., 2014; Tröstl et
al., 2016; Pye et al., 2019). However, also emissions from sources such as traffic and other
anthropogenic activities that have a diurnal variation contribute to the variation in cluster
concentration in the urban measurement sites. For example, traffic emits particles in a wide
size range with large emissions of sub-3 nm particles (Rönkkö et al., 2017).

Figure 14. Diurnal median number concentrations of sub-3 nm particles. (HTL =
Hyytiälä, PDD = Puy de Dôme, BRH = Brookhaven, KNT = Kent, CTR = Centreville,
SPC = San Pietro Capofiume, SH = Shanghai, NJ = Nanjing and HEL = Helsinki)
(adopted from Paper II)
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Two longer data sets from SMEAR II (HTL) and SMEAR III (HEL) were grouped seasonally, into spring (March-May), summer (June-August), autumn (September-November) and
winter (December-February). The seasonal differences in the diurnal patterns were compared in each size bin (Figure 15). In Hyytiälä the daytime maximum was the strongest
during spring and visible also during the summer. In Helsinki the daytime maximum was
almost equally prominent in all seasons. This suggest that the sub-3 nm concentration in
Helsinki is affected by anthropogenic sources of precursors, which is expected. In Hyytiälä
the concentration in the smallest sizes was the highest during summer months, whereas the
concentration in 2-3 nm was the highest during spring. The ratio between the concentration
in the 1.2-2 nm and 2-3 nm size ranges was three to four times higher during summer and
autumn compared to other seasons. This suggests that the production of the clusters is higher
during these months, and that further growth was not as efficient compared to the growth
during the springtime or during winter. Elevated concentrations in the 2-3 nm size bin are
more indicative of NFP events than elevated concentrations in smaller size bins. Several
studies have already shown that the frequency of NPF events in Hyytiälä is the highest during springtime (see e.g. Nieminen et al., 2018).

Figure 15. Diurnal median concentrations from Hyytiälä (HTL) and Helsinki (HEL)
in different seasons (spr = spring, smr = summer, aut = autumn and wint = winter).
Concentration in different size ranges is plotted separately. (adopted from Paper II)
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For the sites with complementary ion spectrometer NAIS/AIS (Mirme et al., 2007; Manninen, 2009) data, a comparison was made to derive a fraction of charged particles to the
sum of the clusters. A PSM measures the total concentration counting for both charged and
neutral clusters, whereas an ion spectrometer in the ion mode counts only charged particles.
Dividing the total number of clusters with the ion concentration gives a fraction of ions to
the total particle concentration in sub-3 nm concentration. Certainly, there are uncertainties
in the comparison of two instruments with a different operation principle. Even though a
PSM is calibrated using mobility diameter, it is ultimately classifying particles based on
their activation properties. NAIS and AIS, on the other hand, are measuring the mobility of
ions with multichannel DMA having variable diameter inner electrode and an outer electrode constructed from ring-shaped electrometers. About uncertainties related to NAIS and
AIS, see Wagner et al. (2016). However, based on the comparison, there seems to be a larger
ratio of electrically neutral clusters over charged ones in polluted environments compared
to remote sites. Additionally, it was observed that in some occasions the fraction exceeded
unity in Hyytiälä which suggest that some of the ions were not activated in the PSM.

3.2.2 Verifying the operation of the HFDMPS in SMEAR II
The HFDMPS (section 2.5) was used in the SMEAR II station during a short intercomparison campaign. During the atmospheric measurements it was compared against the twin
DMPS system optimized to cover the whole 3 to 1000 nm range. The system is presented
in Aalto et al. (2001). The HFDMPS was located around 20 m away from it. There were
some differences compared to harmonized DMPS measurements in how the instrument was
set up for ambient measurements. Some of the recommendations are not pertinent or suitable
for the detection sub-10 nm particles. For example, a dryer in the sampling line induces
additional sampling losses that are relatively small above 10 nm but increase rapidly when
going below that (Tuch et al., 2009). Therefore, sampling was done without a pre-impactor
and dryer in the sampling line. The sampling line was kept as short as possible and free of
bends which causes extra losses (Wang et al., 2002). A similar core-sampling inlet to the
one described in section 2.2.2 and depicted in Figure 5, was used to further increase the
sampling efficiency.
The HFDMPS showed on average 1.8 times higher concentration than the other DMPS for
the 3-10 nm size range. The disagreement was larger in the smallest size bins, and at the
10 nm size the instruments agreed already rather well. A more important outcome was that
the HFDMPS counts 4-9 times higher raw counts depending on the particle size, thus cutting
the counting uncertainties in half. This is accomplished by a higher total penetration efficiency, which is due to the good transmission in the DMA and sampling lines but also due
to the PSM that has larger undiluted flow through the optics. Like the name implies, the
twin DMPS has two DMPS systems having partially overlapping size ranges. The one dedicated for small sizes has a TSI ultrafine as a detector, which is suitable for activating particles down to 3 nm and below as seen in Paper I. It has also smaller internal losses than non-
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sheathed CPCs whose activation efficiency is boosted from nominal performance. The difference here is that the dilution from the sheathed design starts to affect counting statistics
when the overall efficiency of the system is quite low even at the best, as seen in Paper III.
We found that the HFDMPS was not really able to detect sub-3 nm particles in the SMEAR
II (Hyytiälä) site that is strongly affected by biogenic emissions. However, in the laboratory
calibrations PSM’s d50 was measured to be 1.4 nm with molecular clusters from CrO3 and
2 nm with THABr, respectively. The fact that the HFDMPS was not detecting sub-3 nm
particles suggest that DEG might not be suitable for activating clusters formed from lowvolatile organic compounds (Ehn et al., 2014; Jokinen et al., 2017; Bianchi et al., 2019)
when background counts cannot be tolerated.
Based on the results we can conclude that applying the HFDMPS to field use was a good
opening to improve size distribution measurements in the 3 to 10 nm size range. However,
there are still several improvements to be made. For the mobility analyzer, there is already
better hardware available, which improves the shape of the transfer function when a Halfmini DMA is used with reduced flowrates. It would be also simpler to have a detector that
is contained in a single unit, unlike the PSM, still reaching a high activation efficiency.
Based on Paper I, increasing the sample flow rate could be a viable approach to increase
the detection efficiency. This also improves the counting statistics of the DMPS if flow rate
through the optics also increases. This requires a hardware specially build for high flowrates.
One aim for the new system was to measure particle number size distribution also below
3 nm in Hyytiälä, but that was not a success. It proved to be difficult to detect particles
smaller than 2 nm of organic composition while at the same time maintaining almost zero
background which is necessary for a DMPS application. This could maybe be improved by
experimenting with different working fluids that are less composition dependent. In addition, there might still be room for improvements by further optimizing the instrument for
better activation without homogenous nucleation occurring inside the detector.
There has been work in this field towards making the performance assessment of different
types of instruments more comparable. A detailed comparison between different size distribution instruments for the sub-3 nm size range was recently made by Cai et al. (2019), also
deriving Π parameter as a proposed indicator for the performance of electrical mobility
spectrometers. The parameter Π takes into account the overall efficiency, integration time,
undiluted aerosol flowrate and the resolution of the mobility analyzer. It can be used to
estimate the number of raw counts, in each size bin, based on a given particle number size
distribution, but also to compare instruments with different operation principles such as FCE
based size spectrometers and scanning PSM with more conventional DMPS systems having
a CPC as the detector.
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3.3 Cluster measurements in a cleanroom
As a simple description, cleanrooms are spaces were the level of airborne particulate matter
is kept very low. The particle concentration is controlled to a level that is required for the
intended use of the space, and depending on the aimed cleanliness, different actions are
required. For example, compared to a typical indoor space, in the cleanroom the ventilation
rate is faster, operators use specialized outfits and materials to prevent release of particles
from the operators, and the airflow in the space is optimized to avoid contaminating sensitive products and processes. An ISO numbering system is used to classify cleanrooms based
on the maximum particles concentration that is accepted in the space. The maximum number
concentration for a specific ISO class is a function of particle size. The requirements and
instructions together with recommended practices for contamination control and monitoring
in cleanrooms that are stated in the ISO 14644-1 standard (ANSI/IEST/ISO, 1999).
The regulation of the cleanrooms leads to a very small aerosol number concentration, especially for particles larger than 100 nm, which is the lower size limit for current contamination control in the cleanrooms. In the context of new particle formation and its dynamics,
this means that the sinks for the precursor vapors and for newly formed clusters are very
small due to the absence of background aerosol particles. Other sinks are deposition to wall
surfaces and dilution due to the ventilation. Generally speaking, there is a competition between the formation of clusters from gaseous precursors and the removal processes for the
growing clusters and precursor gases (McMurry and Friedlander, 1979; Kulmala et al.,
2004b). With a similar precursor source rates, the reduced sinks can yield fast particle formation via gas-to-particle formation, if suitable vapors are present or emitted.
In Paper IV we wanted to explore the concentration of molecular clusters in a cleanroom
environment and to find out, if new particle formation takes place in cleanrooms. Another
aspect was to take an instrument that was previously used to study NFP, in laboratory and
atmospheric environments and use it to extend the monitoring in cleanroom to sub-2 nm
particles. This was not done prior to this study. Measurements were carried out during autumn 2014 (29 September to 7 December 2014) in a production facility operating in a suite
of cleanrooms with different requirements for the particle number concentration (ISO Class
4–6). Airmodus A11 and a separate A20 CPC was used to measure number concentrations
above 1 nm and 7.5 nm as well as the size distribution of clusters in the 1-2 nm size range.
Details of the three sites inside the cleanroom facility are described in more detail in Paper
IV. However, in brief, one of the sites was Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD) processing
space that was occupied by around 30 machines, two-thirds these in thin film production
use and the rest in research and development use (R&D). In the production machines, precursors such as solid phase manganese, zinc, titanium chlorides, gaseous ammonia, hydrogen sulfide, nitrogen, and liquid/gaseous trimethylaluminum (TMA) were used. The specifics of the R&D machines were a trade secret. The second measurement location was Indium
Tin Oxide (ITO)-sputtering space where glass surfaces was coated with physical vapor deposition using a commercial machine and the last site, lithography site, accommodated selfbuilt production line for coating the glass substrates.
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3.3.1 PSM calibration with metal chlorides
During the cleanroom measurements (Paper IV), we had a good idea on the expected chemical composition of the aerosol particles in the measurement space where the highest concentrations were observed. Therefore, we preformed specific PSM calibration for these
cleanroom clusters. The maximum number concentration was detected in the vicinity of
Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD) processing. The highest peak concentrations were observed during weekday mornings, when the previous day production runs were completed,
and the machines opened for maintenance and change of ALD-precursors. This was the
likely source for the highest concentrations and the reason behind the decision to calibrate
the PSM with similar precursors that are used in the ALD processes.
The calibration setup followed typical principles for the CPC calibration setup in the sub-3
nm size range, as explained in the section 2.2.1 (Figure 3). Manganese, zinc and aluminum
chloride were heated in a tube furnace in a nitrogen atmosphere and passed through americium-241 neutralizer. An API-TOF-MS was used to measure the chemical composition of
the particles formed in the furnace (Figure 16). After identifying that the sample was clean
enough and consisted of large enough clusters, the particle source was connected to the
DMA setup for the actual PSM calibration.
From the calibration results, we saw that the particles consisting of products from manganese chloride or zinc chloride particles had different detection efficiency curves compare to
particles consisting aluminum chloride (Figure 16). However, the reason for the difference
was not identified in this study. In the end, the calibration curves with MnCl2 particles were
used in the inversion of PSM data from the cleanroom because it was the middle curve
between the other two calibration curves. Furthermore, the exact particle composition in the
cleanroom was not known as it was not measured. Most likely it was a mixture of different
compounds. Also, it is likely that the composition of the clusters formed during the particle/vapor emission episodes, times with the highest peak concentrations, differ from the
ones observed in the absence of those. The size distribution measurements with the PSM
depend on the inversion that rely on assumed detection efficiency curves. Therefore, the
variability in the cluster chemical composition will lead to some uncertainty in the sizing
accuracy of the instrument as well as to the inverted concentrations, but it should not alter
the main findings of the study. The calibration results with manganese, zinc and aluminum
chloride is presented in more detail in Paper IV.
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(A)

(B)

Figure 16. PSM's size calibration with particles produced from manganese, zinc and
aluminum chloride. (A) The mass spectrum of the produced clusters was measured
with API-TOF-MS (Tofwerk AG) prior to connecting the particles source to the calibration setup. (B) Qactivation as function of particle diameter for all of the clusters which
is the size calibration for the PSM. (adopted from Paper IV)

3.3.2 Concentration sub-2 nm clusters in the cleanroom
In Paper IV, we showed that there are sub-2 nm clusters present all the time also in the
cleanroom environments where the measurements were carried out (Figure 17). The observed concentrations are likely to be influenced by characteristics of the specific cleanroom. There was no obvious diurnal pattern for the concentration of the smallest clusters,
so the source is unlikely to be directly related to the activities in the space. In the ambient
conditions, the concentration of cluster ions (ions < 1.8 nm) is known to be strongly dependent on the condensation sink, CS (Hirsikko et al., 2007b) and this should hold also for neutral
particles. During our measurements, the sinks can be considered to be rather constant because the background aerosol concentration outside emission episodes (explained later next
subsection) was really low, lower than 0.1 cm-3, and the other sinks, namely deposition to
clean room surfaces and dilution due to ventilation, did not change over time. Since the
sinks and the observed concentrations were rather constant, the production rate of these sub2 nm particles should have been quite stable.
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Figure 17. A particle size distribution at each of the three sampling sites as a two-day
example: (I) ALD, (II) ITO-sputtering, and (III) lithography site. Clusters in the smallest size bins we observed in all the sampling sites. (adopted from Paper IV)
During the measurement we did not have the means to determine the charging state of clusters because the PSM used in the study did not have an ion filter attached and therefore the
measured concentration was the total concentration of clusters, including both the charged
and the neutral particles. We assumed that the observed particles and molecular clusters
were formed inside the cleanroom via both gas-to-particle conversion and via ion pair production due to natural radioactivity and galactic cosmic rays and natural radioactivity of
earth which are factors for ionization close to earth’s surface (Harrison and Tammet, 2008).
The production rate of ion pairs in a unit volume were estimated to be on the order of 4 to
8 cm-3s-1 which is a typical ionization rate at a continental surface level (Hirsikko et al.,
2007a). Around 2 cm-3s-1 of the total ion pair production rate can be caused by cosmic rays.
The ionization rate caused by radon can be much larger when radon gas accumulates due to
limited ventilation or meteorological conditions, which is not the case in the cleanroom.
Other possible sources for the nanoparticles in the cleanroom could be infiltration from outside into the cleanroom (e.g. through entrances) or through a ventilation system, if the filtration efficiency is not good enough. First, if the clusters were to be infiltrated into the
space, it is unlikely that there would not be any daily cycle observed. The use of clean rooms
and thus the use of entrances and passages were limited to working hours and weekdays.
We did not perceive any clear difference in the concentration of clusters between a weekday
and weekend. Second, the filtration efficiency should increase towards the smaller more
mobile particles that are more likely to collide with the fibers in the filter due to their high
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diffusivity. Typically, the minimum of the filtration efficiency curve as a function of particles size lies somewhere in the range of a few hundreds of nanometers in the area between
effective capture by diffusion (small particles) and the effective capture by impaction and
interception (see for example Lee and Liu, 1982). However, there is a non-confirmed hypothesis that there might be a decrease of filtration efficiency for the small particles due to
phenomenon called thermal rebound. The probability of aerosol particles to be captured
upon a collision with the surface, is assumed to be unity in classical filtration theory. It was
proposed by Dahneke (1971) that a particle with a sufficient kinetic energy can rebound
from the surface. Wang and Kasper (1991) developed a model for the filtration efficiency
incorporating particle rebound due to their thermal velocity. This model suggest that rebound of particles from the filter media may decrease the filtration efficiency in a size range
of 1 to 10 nm, depending on the adhesion energies and temperature. Although there are
some conflicting results on this matter (Givehchi and Tan, 2014), no solid experimental
proof is shown at room temperatures. It is possible, for semi-volatile gases once captured
into the filters, that they evaporate back into the gas phase (e.g. Volckens and Leith, 2003),
and this way get inside the cleanroom. However, it would be unlikely that there was no
diurnal variation if the precursors for clusters in the cleanroom if there were gases of outdoor
origin. Considering these, we conclude that the observed clusters were most probably
formed inside the cleanroom.

3.3.3 Occupational health aspect in cleanroom
A person inhales 10 000 liters of air per day on average and our respiratory track, upper and
lower airways, forms the largest epithelial surface that is exposed to surroundings (Alenius
et al., 2014). When measuring in the environment where people spend extended periods,
such as in workplaces, there is always a human health aspect to be considered. Dust and
inhaled aerosol particles are known to pose health risks once inhaled (e.g. Brunekreef and
Holgate, 2002; Pope et al., 2009). The community have started for some time ago to be more
concerned about number concentrations of ultrafine particles in addition to particulate mass
concentrations (PM10 and PM2.5) implemented to air quality monitoring already earlier.
Several studies have shown that ultrafine particles (Oberdorster et al., 2005; Elsaesser and
Howard, 2012; Meng et al., 2013; Pawar and Kaul, 2014), as well as the elevated particulate
mass concentrations (von Klot et al., 2005; Strak et al., 2012), may have harmful health
effects. In a human respiratory system, aerosol particles are deposited onto different parts
based on their size and inertia. Similarly, as in many other pathways, e.g. fiber filters, sampling lines etc., particle transmission is determined by familiar deposition mechanisms: diffusion, interception, impaction and gravitational settling (also electrostatic).
It has been known that particles of a certain size can reach alveolar region and cross cell
boundaries and thus enter to blood stream through air-blood barrier (e.g. Oberdörster et al.,
2004). In addition to particles that breach the pulmonary air-blood barrier, small aerosol
particles can also enter human body via nasal olfactory route and be transported into the
brain without crossing the strict blood-brain (e.g. Hopkins et al., 2018). In the top of the
nasal cavity, the distance from the olfactory epithelia to olfactory bulb located in the frontal
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lobe is just a few millimeters and small nanometer sized particles can be transported via the
olfactory tract in to various parts of the brain (Alenius et al., 2014). This can be used for
advantage in brain targeted drug delivery, but it also raises a concern whether this is a pathway for harmful contaminants from air. The small nanometer sized aerosol particles that
readily deposit onto the nasal passage due to their rapid diffusion, can be directly adsorbed
into the brain (Dong et al., 2018). Traditionally, it has been thought that the particles need
to penetrate all the way down into the deepest parts of the respiratory system to enter our
body or otherwise they are cleared by physiological removal processes such as mucociliary
clearance (See e.g. Bustamante-Marin and Ostrowski, 2017).
During the cleanroom measurements we observed time periods when the particle number
concentration above 1 nm was more than 105 cm-3 and in some occasions almost 106 cm-3.
During these peaks, concentrations of particles larger than 10 nm were higher than 104 cm3
(Figure 18). These can be considered remarkably high concentrations in a working environment. The duration of the highest concentrations was short, at maximum a few tens of
minutes, which kept the overall exposure for the operators relatively small, from around
(2⋅104 - 4⋅104) cm-3 at the highest (8-hour time-weighted average concentration). Although,
in von Klot et al. (2005) cardiac readmissions increased already by 1 % per increase of 104
cm-3 in the particle number concentration. Expanding the routine particle monitoring to
cover also the smallest particles should be encouraged, since it is known that the smallest
particles may breach the physiological barriers and the health risk that the pose is not accurately known (Alenius et al., 2014). These high concentrations were observed only in one
of the measurement rooms. More detailed comparison between the spaces and description
of the measurement locations is presented in Paper IV.
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Figure 18. Time series of the number concentration measured at the ALD site. (a)
Number concentration in different size classes in 1–2 nm size range. (b) Number concentration for particles above 7 nm measured with the A20 CPC and with the nCNC
with a 1.4 nm cut-off diameter. The periods when the A11 was offline, are marked in
the figure with light gray. (adopted from Paper IV)
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3.5 Physical properties of laboratory generated Iodine pentoxide-iodic acid clusters
Biogenic emissions of iodine containing vapors have been linked to rapid new particle formation in coastal regions (Hoffmann et al., 2001; Mäkelä et al., 2002; O'Dowd et al., 2002;
O'Dowd and Hoffmann, 2005; McFiggans et al., 2010). These gaseous iodine compounds
are known to be emitted into the atmosphere by micro and macro algae in coastal regions
but also from open ocean (e.g. Giese et al., 1999; Laturnus et al., 2000). In the studies reporting rapid nucleation bursts, the emissions were connected to the exposure of sea floor
biota to atmospheric conditions during low-tide episodes (Mäkelä et al., 2002).
It has been proposed that coastal marine aerosol consists of oxidized iodine compounds,
such as iodine pentoxide I2O5 (Saiz-Lopez and Plane, 2004), and supporting findings have
been made in laboratory experiments conducted in a dry atmosphere (Saunders, 2006; Saunders, 2010). The reactions of gaseous iodine I2 in the presence of O3 and water leads to the
formation of HIO3 (Sunder and Vikis, 1987). Sipilä et al. (2016) showed via online mass
spectrometry that HIO3 forms fast-growing molecular clusters by a sequential addition of
this molecule, showing a linear dependency with the cluster number concentration. Based
on their measurements, gas-phase I2O5 concentration was low and not sufficiently high to
explain the observed growth of the clusters. In the particle phase, hydration of clusters may
affect, since hydration/dehydration converts HIO3 and I2O5 into each other (Smith et al.,
2017). In Paper V we contributed into this open question by measuring anions of iodine
pentoxide–iodic acid hybrid clusters with ion mobility spectrometry methods.

3.5.1 Studying iodine pentoxide iodic acid clusters with ion mobility spectrometry
In Paper V we used DMA-MS measurements (see section 0) to study iodine pentoxideiodic acid clusters in laboratory conditions. The clusters were produced via electrospray
ionization in a carbon dioxide atmosphere to ensure stable electrospray conditions and to
prevent arcing while using pure water as a solvent. We were able to measure singly charged
anions up to a cluster containing seven iodine pentoxide molecules, corresponding to 2511
Dalton in mass. Clusters of the same composition were observed in Mace Head Atmospheric
Research Station, in Ireland, during new particle formation events (Sipilä et al., 2016).
Figure 19a depicts a typical data obtained with the DMA-MS system. The ion signal is presented as a function of DMA voltage and mass-to-charge ratio where the signal intensity is
shown in color scale. The clusters with different charge state form separate “line segments”
that can be easily identified. However, if there is a lot of fragmentation, segments might
become harder to distinguish from each other. When the ion signals corresponding to identified compounds is plotted, we get mass selected mobility spectrum (Figure 19b). This can
be used to obtain corresponding mobilities and investigate the fragmentation of ions post
mobility classification (in API). During the data analysis of this study (Paper V), we discarded multiply charged clusters from detailed analysis since they are a feature specific to
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the electrospray ionization in this size range and plausibly do not reflect the atmospheric
clustering.
We observed more than one mobility peak for all the specific compounds depicted here.
First of the consecutive peaks corresponds to the cluster itself, the parent ion, and consequent peaks originate from the fragmentation of the larger less mobile clusters. When the
larger ions of certain mobility fragment, we observe the corresponding ion signal at lower
mass. This kind of fragmentation, taking place after the mobility analysis and before the
mass measurement, produces coinciding peaks that align horizontally in the plot (Figure
19a). Depending on the application this can be either wanted or unwanted behavior. Nonetheless, it produces additional information on the parent ion which can be useful when identifying unknown compounds.

Figure 19. (a) Ion signal as a function of DMA voltage and mass-to-charge ratio m/z.
(b) A mobility resolved mass spectrum were DMA voltage is converted to inverse
mobility. Depicting signal for the identified clusters as a function of inverse mobility
shows that there is more than one mobility peak corresponding to each mass. First
peak corresponds to a unfragmented ion and the consequent peak that coincide with
the larger clusters is a mark of the cluster fragmentation post the mobility classification. (adopted from Paper V)
Using the 2d-data we were able to measure the mobilities accurately for the identified clusters even when there was signal from other ions with a similar mobility or the signal was
small. The relation between the mobility and applied DMA voltage (equation 11) was fixed
with tetraheptylammonium+ ion that has a known mobility in CO2 (Fernández de la Mora et
al., 2012). Experimental mobility values of identified clusters are reported in Paper V in a
form of collision cross sections, CCS. Additionally, we were able to derive qualitative information on the cluster stability with respect to the clusters from sulfuric acid dimethyl
amine system and alkali metal iodine cluster by comparing results to prior experiments that
had used a similar experimental setup. Fragmentation of iodine pentoxide iodic acid cluster
was observed to be much less pronounced than in prior studies with clusters of different
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chemical composition. Even if the fragmentation in the API-interface is phenomenon specific to these types of instruments, it provides some information on how strongly molecules
in the clusters are bound to each other. Therefore, we conclude that clusters from this chemical system seem to be quite stable (Paper V), which may be a contributor in the rapid new
particle formation events reported in the coastal regions (Sipilä et al., 2016).

3.5.2 Comparison between computationally derived CCS to experimental
results
In addition to measuring the collision cross section of iodine pentoxide iodic acid clusters
in Paper V, we calculated computationally-derived collision cross sections for the same
compounds. We utilized a configurational sampling based on a ‘build-up approach’ to generate candidate cluster structures (Jensen, 2007).
First, a large number of structures were generated and optimized using a computationally
fast, low-level theory. Configurational sampling was performed by principles of molecular
mechanics (intermolecular interactions were defined by CHARMM force field (Halgren,
1996a; 1996b; 1996c; Halgren and Nachbar, 1996; Vanommeslaeghe et al., 2010; Yu et al.,
2012)). Subsequently, the energetically lowest structures were optimized at a high level of
theory.
Since quantum chemistry calculations of clusters containing even a few iodine atoms start
to be computationally expensive, we treated configurational sampling in two different ways.
For the smallest clusters (HIO3)IO3−, (I2O5)IO3−, and (I2O5)(HIO3)IO3−, the structures were
optimized using a density functional theory (DFT) at the ωB97xD//aug-cc-pVTZ-PP level.
Larger clusters containing more than two iodine atoms and hydrated molecular clusters were
treated with computationally less expensive method. This is described in detail in the supporting information of Paper V.
We used Ion Mobility Spectrometry Suite (IMoS) 1.08 (Larriba and Hogan, 2013b;
Shrivastav et al., 2017) which is a MATLAB based software package to calculate collision
cross section from all-atom models. The method is described in detail in Larriba and Hogan
(2013a). We used IMoS to compute CCSs considering ion induced dipole potential with two
scattering models: elastic hard-sphere scattering (EHSS) and diffused hard-sphere scattering
(DHSS), in which gas molecules are re-emitted in a random diffused angle with a velocity
sample from the Maxwell−Boltzmann distribution.
A comparison between the experimental and computationally-derived values of CSS is
shown in Figure 19. The DHSS model showed a good agreement with experimental values.
If there were multiple good, energetically low-lying, configurations found among the optimized structures, the CCS was simulated for all the these. We observed that the selection of
scattering model makes larger difference to the CCS than the small changes in the cluster
configuration. Together with the previous studies (Oberreit et al., 2015; Rawat et al., 2015),
this enforces the idea that the simulated collision cross sections can be used in calculations,
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when there are no experimental values available. This is particularly relevant when estimating the collision cross sections for the clusters in the specific hydration state for which the
experimental data is typically not available.

a)

DHSS

b)

EHSS

Figure 20. a) The main difference in the scattering models (will be re drawn with
similar information). b) Comparison between measured CCS and computationally derived values. The diffuse scattering model give a good agreement with the experimental collision cross sections. (Right panel adopted from Paper V).

3.5.3 Hydration of iodine pentoxide clusters
Hydration of iodine pentoxide clusters was studied by adding water vapor into the background gas and performing the DMA-MS analysis to the clusters with a variable mixing
ratio of water vapor. In practice, the compensation flow into the DMA was humidified with
a self-built heated nebulizer. Thereby, ions were produced and analyzed in a background
gas, which was a mixture of water and carbon dioxide molecules. The gas-phase water concentration was calculated based on the flow rate of CO2 and liquid flow rate that was federated by a syringe pump. This was compared against a reading from a chilled mirror dew
point meter (Figure 9). The setup is explained in more detail in the supporting information
of Paper V. If water molecules attach to the iodine clusters, even for momentarily, there is
a shift in the mobility, which is measurable even if water is dissociated in the mass spectrometer API-interface.
In Paper V, the CSS was measured as a function of saturation ratio between 0 and 0.65, and
we observed a slight but measurable change in the CSS, around 10% at maximum. From the
measured shift in CCS, we cannot directly deduce how many water molecules there have
been, but additional information is needed. This is because we measured an average CCS of
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the whole population having certain iodine containing clusters together with different number = 1,2,3, … of water molecules. Each of the clusters will have their own specific CCSg
depending on the amount of water associated with the cluster and influenced by the internal
configuration of the cluster.
The observed CCS is the mean of all the CCSg weighted by their prominence, i.e., a probability Pg of having such a number of water molecules bound into the cluster. The probability
is dependent on factors such as humidity, temperature and cluster composition. In addition,
the amount of water in each cluster is not static either and there is adsorption and desorption
happening along the path as the clusters traverse through the DMA (Figure 20). In the supplementary of Paper V, there is a detailed derivation of how the measured change in the
CCS relates to and when taking into account the mixture of gases as a background gas.

Figure 21 An illustration of clusters traversing through the DMA when sheath air is
conditioned with water vapor.
We used computationally-derived CCS values to estimate the amount of change in the CCS
that the addition of certain amount of water molecules induce. This was verified against
data from unhydrated molecular clusters. Structures for iodine pentoxide clusters containing
from zero to 20 molecules was build up and optimized using a computationally less expensive method utilizing Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) algorithm. The CCSg,i (i=H2O,CO2) was
simulated again with IMoS using both CO2 and water as a background gas, as the measurements were carried out in a mixture of CO2 and water. The collision cross sections in CO2
and H2O, were treated in additive manner following Blanc’s law (Revercomb and Mason,
1975).
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By looking at the change in the modelled collision cross sections as function of water molecules bound, we were able to roughly estimate how many water molecules is needed to
explain the observed ~10% shift. A Languir-like model (Rawat et al., 2015; Li and Hogan,
2017) was used to get quantitative information on the of hydration using a best fit method.
Based on the data presented in Paper V, we concluded that the iodic acid clusters were only
mildly hydrated when the saturation ratio of water was less than 0.65. The number of water
molecules in the clusters did not exceed greatly the amount needed to facilitate the conversion from I2O5 into HIO3.
The results of Paper V gave insight into the properties of iodine pentoxide−iodic acid hybrid clusters that are also encountered in coastal regions during new particle formation
events. The clusters where observed to be rather stable, qualitatively, against fragmenting
in the mass spectrometers API interface indicating that they are likely to be stable also in
ambient conditions.
These clusters were observed to be hydrated enough to facilitate the conversion from I2O5
into HIO3, however the sorption of water molecules beyond this point was not prominent in
relative humidifies smaller than 65 %. Upon the hydration the CCS shifted maximum of
around 10%. The good agreement with modelled CCSs and experimental values suggests
that the computational method can capture the global features in the clusters, even when
computationally less expensive method that needs to be used for large iodine containing
clusters. This could be used to study also uptake other vapor, e.g. amines, onto large iodine
containing clusters that are computationally demanding.
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4 Review of papers and the author’s contribution
Paper I shows how two commercial condensation particle counters, TSI 3772 and Airmodus A20, can be set up to detect aerosol particles with diameters smaller than 3 nm. Especially TSI 3772 is a commonly used detector in a variety of applications, such as Electrical
Mobility Spectrometers. The operating temperatures were set up to maximize the detection
efficiency for small particles yet maintaining small number of false counts from homogenous nucleation. Further, in the case of A20 the effect of sample flow rate was also investigated. A Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) simulation was conducted to support the
study. Theoretical estimation for the detection efficiency was calculated based on the supersaturation field and expected instruments internal losses due to diffusion. I performed the
simulation with CFD model run with COMSOL Multiphysics, that was used in this article
and performed the nucleation calculations. I participated in writing and data interpretation.
Paper II shows a comparison of atmospheric sub-3 nm aerosol particle concentration measurements conducted with PSM from nine sites located worldwide. The diurnal variation of
sub-3 nm particle concentration was presented from all the locations, and the influences of
environmental conditions, such as sulfuric acid concentration derived from a proxy, were
studied. Additionally, the relative fractions of sub-3 nm ions and total particles were reported from the sites where ion spectrometer data were available. Seasonal changes in the
diurnal cycles were investigated at SMEAR II (Hyytiälä) and SMEAR III (Helsinki) stations, where data coverage was adequate. I was the responsible person taking care of our
permanent Particle Size Magnifier measurements in SMEAR II (2014, 2015) and SMEAR
III (2015). I contributed to the pre-treatment of the data, especially for the instruments with
automatic background measurement inlet and participated in the data interpretation and
commented on the manuscript.
Paper III presents a Differential Mobility Particles Sizer (DMPS) system optimized for
sub-10 nm aerosol particles. The article presents a laboratory characterization of the mobility analyzer with respect to its resolving power and transmission, detection efficiency of the
A10 with suitable settings for DMPS use and the total transmission of the combined instrument. The instrument was taken to the SMEAR III field station (Hyytiälä) for comparison
measurements against a long-term DMPS system with a more typical design. The comparison yielded a result that the DMPS system optimized for sub-10 nm particles showed twice
the concentration of 3 nm particles compared to the standard DMPS, and that this discrepancy decreased towards larger particles, almost disappearing close to the 10 nm size. I participated in the development and early tests of the instrument, participated in the operating
and monitoring the instrument in the field measurements, and commented on the manuscript.
Paper IV investigates the formation or/and release of aerosol particles in a cleanroom. We
measured the total number concentrations of aerosol particles larger than about 1 nm and 10
nm in diameter during a measurement campaign in a production facility with cleanrooms of
different size and cleanliness. Additionally, a particle number size distribution was obtained
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in the 1-2 nm size range. Later, the particle size magnifier was calibrated in a laboratory
with particles produced from similar starting materials that were used in the machines suspected to be a source observed particle emissions. I operated the instruments during the
measurement campaign and was responsible for the data analysis. In addition, I performed
the laboratory calibrations for the PSM and wrote most of the article.
Paper V examines iodine pentoxide – iodic acid clusters, their mobility, hydration and their
stability qualitatively. In the study we produced iodine pentoxide – iodic acid cluster via
electrospray ionization, measured their mobility resolved mass spectrum and calculated collision cross section (CSS) for the identified clusters in a carbon dioxide atmosphere. Furthermore, we measured the hydration of these clusters using the experimental data and computational methods. To estimate the state of hydration we deployed density functional theory
(DFT) calculations and configuration sampling via Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) algorithm
to obtain energetically low-lying structures for the clusters containing varying amount of
water. The CSS was calculated for computationally these structures using Ion Spectrometry
Suite (IMoS) with two different scattering models. Computationally-derived CCS values
were compared against experimental values in the case of unhydrated clusters. Once validated by the comparison, these were used to estimated change in the CSS due to water molecules adsorbed to the clusters. I performed the experiments, conducted the data-analysis
based on the experimental data and computationally modelled cluster structures that was
calculated by other authors, and participated in writing the article.
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5 Conclusions and outlook
We showed in Paper I that 3772 and A20 CPCs can be used to detect sub-3 nm particles by
using temperature settings higher than nominal temperature difference between the saturator
and condenser. These two studied instruments are more affordable and simpler than instruments purposely built for the detection of sub-3 nm particles. With optimized sample
flowrate and allowing a small number of background counts, the detection efficiency can be
enhanced even further. This can be utilized in applications where a few false counts are
tolerable, such as CPC batteries which can measure rudimentary size distribution without
prior mobility analysis. For these CPCs, internal losses proved to be more of a limiting factor
compared to the activation efficiency for detection of sub-3 nm particles (objective ii).
Long-term measurements with the PSM were established in SMEAR II and SMEAR III
stations and performed with the best knowledge available at the time, based on experience
and prior laboratory work (Kangasluoma et al., 2013; 2014; 2015; 2016b) (objective iii).
These data were utilized in comparison with other available PSM data sets from varying
locations. The concentrations of sub-3 nm particles were observed to vary greatly between
different types of measurement locations. From the nine sites, the highest concentrations
were observed in locations with the highest anthropogenic influence. The concentration of
particles smaller than 3 nm was found to be the highest during daytime at all the sites. Higher
daytime particle concentrations are likely linked with the photochemical production of lowvolatile precursor gases. Relatively high nighttime particle concentrations, observed in
many of the sites, indicate that the sub-3 nm particles were also formed in the absence of
sun light. Longer data sets from the SMEAR stations enabled seasonal comparison in
Hyytiälä and Helsinki. The particle concentrations varied considerably between the seasons
in Hyytiälä (SMEAR II). In the smallest sizes, concentrations were the highest during summer and autumn when biogenic emissions are also the highest (Rantala et al., 2015). On the
other hand, the ratio between the 2-3 nm particles above 1-2 nm particles, as well as the 23 nm number concentration, were the highest during the springtime which is also, on average, the season with the highest frequency of new particle formation events in Hyytiälä
(Nieminen et al., 2018). In Helsinki, influenced less by biogenic emissions, the seasonal
differences were less noticeable (objective ii).
The new DMPS system, specially designed to measure sub-10 nm particle number size distribution, was characterized and set up into comparison measurement in the field station
(Paper III). The benefits compared to the more traditional harmonized DMPS system were
identified, but also improvements for further revisions was found (objective ii). Due to the
optimized overall transmission, the amount of raw counts was four to nine times more than
in the typical DMPS device, decreasing the counting uncertainty to a half. Larger undiluted
sample flowrate was also recognized to be factor contributing to the improved sensitivity in
3 to 10 nm size range. On average, the current HFDMPS system measured 1.8 times higher
particle concentrations than the compared DMPS system in this size range. Based on the
results, we can argue that a CPC with large sample flow that is optimized for detection of
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sub-3 nm particle would be a great detector for the sub-10 nm size fraction of a
DMPS/SMPS.
In Paper II, the fraction of charged particles in the sub-3 nm size range was investigated
from the comparison of PSM data and ion concentrations from AIS/NAIS. Occasionally,
the ion fraction appeared to exceed unity in Hyytiälä, which means that the PSM was most
likely underestimating the total particle concentration below 3 nm. This is an aspect that
should be further investigated and considered if the measurement procedure could be further
improved. For example, the PSM should be tuned to the higher operating settings in sites
where particles are mainly composed of oxidation products of monoterpenes. A repeatable
and reproducible method for producing particles composed of oxidized organics, is needed
in PSM calibrations, in order to have representative calibration for these types of environments. Additionally, in situ calibrations that would be conducted at the measurement sites,
should be considered. The HFDMPS presented in Paper III is portable and capable of a
high resolving power. In conjunction with an additional concentration reference and a particle source, it could be used also as a field calibration unit.
We studied the existence and formation of sub-3 nm particles in cleanroom environments
with the PSM and a CPC. Based on Paper IV, small clusters are present in cleanroom environment even when there was no clear emission or particle release episode taking place.
Particle formation bursts, with concentrations more than 105 cm-3, were observed in the
midst of the manufacturing machines. These were most likely related to the maintenance
cycles of the production machines. The rapid particle formation was probably caused by
combinations of supersaturated vapors released from machines and the very low condensation sink caused by the absence of accumulation and coarse mode particles. During these
short periods, the particle number concentration was extremely high, but due to the short
duration the overall exposure for the workers can be expected to be rather small. Anyhow,
expanding the monitoring to sub-3 nm particles is important, since health risks posed by
nanometer sized particles are poorly known. The PSM proved to be suitable for monitoring
the number concentration also in the cleanroom, extending the size range down around 1 nm
(Paper IV). Even if the PSM has typically a higher background signal compared to a bare
CPC, it is still sufficiently sensitive for the measurements in the cleanroom (objective iv).
Physical properties of iodine oxide iodic acid clusters where studied in Paper V. Collision
cross sections for iodine pentoxide iodic acid clusters was measured up to cluster containing
seven iodine pentoxide clusters and compared to computationally derived CCSs. The comparison resulted a remarkably good agreement using the diffused scattering model without
any tweaks in the model parameters. Together with prior studies (e.g. Oberreit et al., 2015;
Rawat et al., 2015), this strengthens the confidence to the use of modelled CSS values when
measured values are not available. It can be used to predict mobilities for molecules or molecular clusters of interest and derive quantities that are not directly measurable. In Paper
V, this was utilized to examine the hydration of iodine pentoxide iodic acid clusters. The
studied clusters were produced and analyzed in a background gas containing varying amount
of water. The shift in the CSS due to the added water molecules in the clusters was modelled
and compared against the measured shift. Because the extent of hydration was not directly
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measurable, the modelled CCS of the hydrated clusters were necessary. Based on a simple
Langmuir-like model, clusters were observed to be only moderately hydrated (objective i).
These iodine oxide iodic acid clusters proved to be quite stable against the fragmentation in
API, suggesting that they can be relatively stable also in ambient air. This may be a contributor to the rapid cluster growth by sequential addition of iodic acid molecules that is observed in Sipilä et al. (2016) to take place in the coastal marine site.
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